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Although the Joponese
Constitution guorontees

judiciol independence, the

J U d _I C _I a I

Liberol Democrotic Porty
sees to it that it does not

hoppen too often

(In)dependence
in Japan
By J. Mark Ramseyer
Supreme Court sure defers to
bureaucrats these days," suggested
Ebato to Taniguchi. Tetsuo Ebato
Masataka
was a freelance journalist.
the
retired
from
had
Supreme
Taniguchi
Court a year earlier.

The

"You're

right.

I wonder

why," replied Taniguchi.

"Maybe it's because the Prime Minister has the
last word in appointing chief and associate jus'
tices," said Ebato.
Taniguchi was less sure. "Professor [and former
Supreme Court justice] Dando says so too, but I
wonder. I thought judges just had to obey their
conscience, follow the law, and write opinions. But
when I said so to [Tohoku University professor]

Odanaka, he wouldn't have it. 'You're wrong,' he
said. 'The judges I know who're conscientious and

good opinions spend all their time circulating
through provicial district courts.'"
For measuring the independence of the Japanese
judiciary, Ebato and Taniguchi identify the right
issue: which judges climb the ranks the fastest, and
which circulate through provincial district courts.
In a recent book, Japan's Political Marketplace
(Harvard University Press, 1993), political scientist
Frances Rosenbluth and I explored the way
write

Japanese politicians of the then, ruling Liberal
it lost power this
Democratic Party (the "LDP"
summer for the first time since 1955) controlled
Japanese judges. In the following exerpt from that
-

I summarize

study,

turning first
could

to

some

of the

simple empirics:

the institutions that LDP leaders

manipulate

to

constrain

judges,

and then

to

the ways that judicial career records may illustrate
how LDP leaders did manipulate them. I conclude

by asking

when and

choose

keep

to

their

why rational politicians
judges independent.

may

Institutions

If

there is

a

difference in the

Japanese and American

independence

courts, it does

derive from the constitutional

text.

The

of

not

texts

instead quite close. The Japanese Constitution
guarantees judges their independence: "All judges
are

shall be

independent

science

in the exercise of their

and shall be bound

only by

con,

this

Constitution and the laws." And it promises them
"adequate compensation which shall not be

during their term of office."
Notwithstanding their nominal independence,
however, Japanese judges have not been as free as
decreased

their American federal peers.

Like senior
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American

politicians,

LDP leaders could

decide who would become

istically hope for at least one stint as a
judge in a district or family court.
Generally, they obtain it near the end of
their career. As 58 of the judges in this

Unlike

judge.
politicians, during their nearly
four decades in power they also manipulat
ed the system to reward and punish those
they made judges. Their ability to do so
stemmed primarily from the way they
recruited and posted judges. Judges in
Japan join the bench in their 20s. During
their career, they then rotate through a
variety of judicial posts. By controlling
a

chief

American

access to
women

class of 1951 also served

high
for

Highest Judicial Positions
Attained by Class of 1951

the favored posts, the men and
Supreme Court Secretariat

in the Secretariat.

Crucial

to

Secretariat.

the LDP,

therefore,

was

The LDP controlled it

the composition of the

by appointing politically

reliable justices to the Supreme Court (including at least one
who knew first-hand how the Secretariat worked). Those jus
tices then staffed the Secretariat with younger politically reli

judges.
over

The result
the

was

indirect

-

courts.

Japanese judges share basic preferences about the type
of appointment they want. Granted, a few judges prefer small
town life and some dislike appellate work. In general, though,
most Japanese judges prefer an urban post to a rural post. They
prefer a family court to a branch court, a district court to a
family court, and a high court to a district court. They prefer a
chief-judgeship to associate judge status. And they hope for an
occasional administrative position in the Secretariat or at one
of the ministries. According to Table I, most judges can real-
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Supreme Court justice

1

President (High Court)
Chief judge (D. Ct. or Fam. Ct.)

2

50
9

High Court judge
District Court judge
Family Court judge

13
4

District Court branch office head

1

Note: The Table shows the highest judicial (non-adminis
trative) position held by judges who began their career
in 1951 and remained in their job for at least 20 years.

Although

the

lengths

of assignment vary, judges generally
Before reassignment, they

work for three years in each post.

request preferred appointments. Nominally, they can even
refuse transfers they do not want. In fact, they refuse them at
can

their

peril. By 1969, Judge Shigeharu Hasegawa had worked in
Hiroshima for 17 years and his wife was sick. When he
declined an out-of-town transfer that year (it was a promotion
to a

neighboring high court),

refused

to

reappoint him

to

he

his

was out

next

of

10-year

a

job: the cabinet

term.

but substantial- LDP

Most

6

once on a

Table One:

(the courts' administrative offices, staffed

control

least

in the

by judges) can reward and punish judges.
By controlling the Secretariat, the LDP
could control the judges.
Whether Japanese judges lived well or
lived poorly thus depended on their status
with the LDP leaders. Most basically,
Japanese judges serve l Ovyear terms which
the cabinet can freely decide whether to
renew.
If regularly renewed, they can
work until age 65. Yet when they receive
pay increases, where they work, and what
they do are all matters that the judges at
the Secretariat decide. In theory, these assignments are
something the (LDP appointees to the) Supreme Court deter
mine. In practice, the justices delegate the task to the judges

able

at

also

they
realistically hope
appellate position.

court,

an

can

Political Control
Fukushima incident.

According to many observers, the
began
manipulate judicial careers toward political
ends in the late 1960s. Before then, they argue, few judges
asserted any political independence. As judges did not indulge
their politics, the Secretariat could assign them to judicial posts
without considering their politics.
The "crisis," these observers claim, came when right-wing ide
ologues began attacking judges for their liberal bias. Eager to pla-

The

LDP

to

their conservative constituents, the
LDP launched a witchhunt. It criticized
recent court decisions, and urged the cabinet

cate

independent judges pay for their
independence. By March 1969, the Minister

to

make

of Justice could declare that the time had
come "to jam the cogs of the courts."
The man who took center stage in the

Shigeo Fukushima,
judge born in 1930. He had
joined the judiciary in 1959, and had just
begun his second 1 Ovyear term in 1969
ensuing controversy
a

was

district

when he found

on

his docket

a

controversy.

Nearly 200 local citizens had sued the
Japanese government over a planned missile
base. Because Article 9 of the Constitution
military force, they claimed, that

banned
base

was

unconstitutional.'

Fukushima
nization of

.

was a

a leftist orga
law professors, and

leader in

lawyers,
judges called the Young Jurists' League.
Although the LDP had been fighting to
repeal Article 9, the League was explicitly
dedicated to preserving the 1947 Japanese
Constitution, and implicitly dedicated to
fighting those repeal attempts. This poten
tial for conflict worried local chief judge Kenta Hiraga. Lest
Fukushima ban the proposed base, Hiraga wrote him a letter
explaining why, were he deciding the case, he would refuse the
injunction. But to no avail. Fukushima ignored the letter and
enjoined the base.
Fukushima did not keep his dispute with Hiraga quiet.
Instead, he circulated copies of Hiraga's letter to his friends in
the League, and some of them circulated copies to the press.
Within a few days, the letter was in the newspapers. The press
and professoriate accused Hiraga of subverting judicial inde

pendence, and the Diet launched impeachment proceedings.
Nonetheless, Hiraga emerged relatively unscathed. On
October 19, 1970, the impeachment committee reprimanded
him but then dismissed the charges. After additional repri
mands from his District Court and the Supreme Court, he
joined the Tokyo High Court.
proVides: lithe Japanese people forever renounce war as a sovereign right of
In order to accomplish the aim of the preceding paragraph, land, sea, and
the nation
air forces, as well as other war potential, will never be maintained."
1

Article 9

....

Fukushima fared

worse.

He

too

faced

impeachment proceedings, in his case for
leaking the letter to the press. But where
the committee dismissed Hiraga's charges,
it ruled against Fukushima. It did let
Fukushima stay where he was for a while,
however, and Fukushima himself remained

adamantly "independent." He railed
against the judicial bureaucracy in print.
And notwithstanding Supreme Court deci
sions to the contrary, in 1973 he held the

Japanese military unconstitutional
(quickly overturned, of course). Although
the Secretariat eventually brought him to
the Tokyo District Court for a time, it
soon dispatched him to rural family courts.
By 1989, he was 59 years old and had
served without relief in provincial family

entire

courts

for

over

12 years.

Rather than

con

tinue, he quit.
critics.

Although the Supreme
apparently did
not punish judges merely for joining
the Young Jurists' League, they did penal
ize those who directly and publicly criti
cized their administrative policies. Take Masamichi Hanada.
Appointed in 1957, Hanada had started his career right. He
had graduated from the University of Tokyo (the most selec
tive university in the country) and begun his career at the
Tokyo District Court (the prized starting assignment). He then
did a judicial stint in J apan's northern-most island, and
returned to Tokyo by 1963. Nonetheless, in 1971 his career
began to come apart. That year, the cabinet and Supreme
Court refused to reappoint (for a second l Ovyear term) a
League judge named Yasuaki Miyamoto. To Americans, the
resulting fracas sounds more like a university tenure fight than
anything judicial: they fired Miyamoto because of his politics,
claimed his friends; they fired him because he was slow and
mediocre, claimed the others. In any case, Hanada appointed
himself the public spokesman on Miyamoto's behalf. He lost his
fight, and Miyamoto lost his job.
For his prominence in the Miyamoto dispute, Hanada paid
dearly. In 1972 the Secretariat transferred him to a branch
office, in 1976 to a family court, and in 1979 back to a branch
office. By 1987, he was 56 years old and had spent the last 15

Public

Court and Secretariat
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branch offices or family courts. Like
Fukushima, he quit. His co-principal signa
years in

tory

petition

on a

Miyamoto

affair

to

was

the Court

over

The year after the book appeared, the
Secretariat demoted him from the Tokyo
District Court to a branch office. Moriya

the

Minoru Takeda. In

and Suzuki

were

1972, the Secretariat transferred Takeda

graduates (on

from the

universities

office.He

Tokyo District Court to a branch
stayed in branch offices for the

11 years.
To capture the

both national university
Japanese national

average,

are more

selective than private

universities), and both have
least

next

severity with which the

some

time

on a

high

fourth, Masahiro Tanaka,

Secretariat treated these men, consider

since spent at

court.

university and suffered

vate

But the

went to a
worse.

pri
The

after the book appeared, the
Secretariat moved him to a branch office.
As of 1990, he had stayed in branch offices
for the 1 7 years since.
year

Table Two:

Positions Held by Class
of 1957 Judges in 1981
High Court judge
District Court judge
Family Court judge

16
21

District Court bronch office head judge
District Court bronch office judge

3

Administrative post
Dead or retired

6

Campaign Cases. Although it
not do so consistently, the
Secretariat can also penalize judges for
writing politically incorrect opinions. It
has done so most readily when the deci

The

does

4

3

sions threaten vital LDP

various

21

judges

positions. The

who held the

Japanese

paign rules unconstitutional provide

can use.

class

were

The table details what the members of Hanada's
doing at the time he was working in family courts

and branch offices. Of class members still

working in 1981, 16
high
judges,
judges, and six
held administrative posts. Only two others were ordinary
judges in branch offices. By April 1987 when Hanada resigned,
of the remaining 43 judges, six were chief judges, 12 were high
court judges, 13 were district court
judges, three were family
court judges, and six held administrative
posts. Only two were
branch office heads and only one was an ordinary branch office
judge. The person who eventually replaced Hanada in one of
his branch office posts was a judge 16 years his junior.
Others who protested the Supreme Court's treatment of
Miyamoto similarly suffered. Take the four judges who con
tributed to a 1972 book on the Miyamoto affair called Security
of Status for Judges. One was Hanada. A second was
Katsuhiko Moriya. The year after the book appeared, the
Secretariat transferred him to the northern provincial Family
Court, and as of 1990 he had spent the last 11 years on family
were

matters, four in

8

21

court

a

were

district

branch office. A third
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earn

good

example. The Public Offices Elections Act
drastically restricts the tactics candidates

Note: Positions ore those h�d in December 1981.

Table 2.

a

court

was

Tsuneo Suzuki.

Because incumbents obtain media

through their

official functions while challengers do
not, these restrictions benefit incumbents. Because the LDP
has had the most incumbents, they have benefited the LDP.
coverage

Section 138(a) of the Elections Act bans door-to-door can
a similar ban con
stitutional, but by the late 1960s people had again started chal

vassing. In 1950 the Supreme Court had held

lenging
these

it

as a

cases,

gested

-

The

§ 138(a)

a

violation of their
1967

gingerly
Supreme

-

Tokyo

free-speech rights.

District Court

In the first of

decision, the

court sug

that § 138(a) might be unconstitutional.
Court responded almost immediately:

indeed constitutional.

That did not stop judge
University of Tokyo graduate who started
his career at the Tokyo District Court, Abe was one of the
most able members of the
League. He was also one of the most
outspoken. In 1968, sitting temporarily in a summary court as
an assistant
judge with less than 5 years' experience, Abe held
the canvassing ban flatly unconstitutional. Lest there be any
doubt, this was the very ban the Supreme Court had upheld
against the same challenge a few months earlier. When his
initial 1O,year term expired in 1972, observers rumored that
was

Haruhiko Abe.

A

the Court would

not

into obliv
It did reappoint him
The Secretariat gave him family law

not so.

ion.

University of Tokyo peers, it
the very bottom.

-

responsibilities
moved him

to a

for several years, and then
branch office. By 1990,35

The

Tokyo

Five.

placed

him

at

Or consider how the

eventually handled a
panel of five Tokyo judges
late
the
in
1960s, took judicial inde
who,
new
extreme.
to
a
Together,
pendence
Secretariat

already served
High Court. Abe

members of Abe's class had
one or more terms on a

Among his

percent of his class.

eight

reappoint him, but

bizarre

had been in branch offices since 1979.
Since its 1967 decision, the Supreme
Court has held the canvassing ban consti
tutional at least another seven times. The

Table Three:

political importance is obvious and,
perhaps for that very reason, some lower
When
court judges persist in fighting it.
they do, they suffer badly. Wholly aside
from politics, one would not expect the
Secretariat to promote quickly judges who
ignore Supreme Court precedent. But poli
for by all odds the
tics are not aside
Secretariat punishes more harshly those
judges who ignore precedent in these po lit,
ically controversial cases than it does those
who ignore it in more mundane disputes.
One-time League member Tetsuro So,
for example, held the ban unconstitutional
ban's

S,-ent in District Court
Branch Officesby 1990 for
Class of 1968 Judges

Years

Years

No.

Years

No.

0

5

9

4

1

2

10

3

2

1

11

1

3

12

12

4

4

13

2
0

5

5

14

1

6

10

7

8

15
Dead

8

6

retired

-

in 1978. As of late 1990, he was still in a
branch office. He had spent three of the 13 years since the
decision in family court and five in branch offices. Judge
Kunio Ogawa held the ban unconstitutional in early 1979, and

1
or

21

Shigemi Anazawa
the canvassing ban. He held it unconstitutional in 1980, and
various
spent the years since handling family law cases in

they show that a judge need not necessarily flout Supreme
Court precedent to earn the Secretariat's ire. In 1967, the
Tokyo Public Safety Committee (TPSC) told a group planning
to march through central Tokyo that they could demonstrate,
but only if they stayed away from the Diet building. On June
then consisting of judges Ryukichi Sugimoto,
9, this panel
held that the
Kenkichi N akahira, and Fuj io Senda

northern

Committee violated the demonstrators' constitutional free

as

of 1990 still had

member

not

Only former League
escaped branch offices for voiding

left branch offices.

provincial courts.
potential punishment

judges like
Abe who show the most promise. Take Judge
Hirayu,
who held the same ban unconstitutional in September 1979.
A star University of Tokyo recruit like Abe, he too began his
career in the prestigious Tokyo District Court. Although not a
formal League member, he had overlapped with Miyamoto at
the Tokyo District Court and participated in a study group
with him. After holding the ban unconstitutional, Hirayu
stayed in a branch office until 1987. He then returned to a dis,
trict court, but still with family law responsibilities. By the end
The

may

be clearest with

Masato

of 1990, he had spent 11 of his 23 years on the bench in a
branch office. As Table 3 shows, that placed him in the last

-

-

speech rights, and

cancelled the order.

In

a rare

move, Prime

challenge the
immediately
court
(judges Sugimoto, Senda, and
Dutifully,
Keiichi Murakami) retracted its decision.
Once was apparently not enough, however, and the court
did exactly the same thing the next month. On July 10, 1967,
the same panel (Sugimoto, Nakahira, and Senda) ordered the
intervened

Minister Eisaku Sato

to

the

decision.

an order requiring another group of demon,
the Diet building. On the 11 th, Sato inter,
avoid
strators to
that
vened, and later
day the court again retracted its order.

TPSC

to

cancel

Curio user and curiouser, the

dispute

continued. The leader

of the first group routed away from the Diet

now

sued the city
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of Tokyo for damages. When the TPSC
forced him to avoid the Diet, claimed he,
that violation of his constitutional rights
traumatized him. On December 2, 1969,
the panel, now with Sugimoto, Nakahira,

judicial

entrance exam

the first try, and the entrance exam to
the national law school while still in col
lege (the exam had a pass-rate of about 2
on

and Shun Iwai, awarded him ¥100,000
($278 at the time) for his emotional dis
tress.
The city of Tokyo had violated his
freedom of expression and caused him

anguish.

It

now

For several

in 1967 at the

Tokyo
Apparently, he passed the
to the University of
Tokyo

career

District Court.

percent, and

most

successful

applicants

Table Four:

owed him money.
months, this "judicial
continued unabated. The

more

Years

Spent in District Court
Branch Offices by 1990 for
Class of 1967 Judges

independence"
panel continued,

for example, to harass the
TPSC. In 1968, it (now Sugimoto, Iwai
and Akira Watanabe) held that the

Years

No.

Years

rights of
textbooks for high

0

2

10

1

1

11

5

And in 1969, it barred the gov
from implementing the "COCOM

2

3

12

4

3

7

13

1

American-led embargo of
communist countries. Under the Japanese
Constitution, the judges explained, "the
freedom to export is a fundamental human

4

4

14

1

Ministry of Education violated
authors when
schools.
ernment

agreement,"

it

certified

the

an

right." If the government refuses its citi
zens the right to sell
militarily sensitive
equipment to the Peoples' Republic of
China, it violates that fundamental right.
The

judges most involved in these opinions paid for their
independence. Watanabe and Senda were on relatively few of
the panels and were never on a panel
together. Indeed,
because lower-court opinions never disclose how the judges
voted, they may have been dissenters. In any case, they
received relatively ordinary assignments and eventually
became chief judges.
The judges who served most often on these
panels were
Nakahira, Sugimoto, and Iwai. Nakahira, the senior-most of
the three, quickly retired. The Secretariat moved
Sugimoto
from the civil division of the Tokyo District Court to the
bankruptcy division. When it eventually promoted him to the
Tokyo High Court, it put him in the patent division and kept
him away from all administrative responsibilities. From 1970
to 1986, Sugimoto spent three
years in family court and 10 in
.

district

branch offices.
Although Iwai too eventually received a high court
appointment, he was on a much slower track than the one on
which he had started. Iwai was born May 1942 and
began his
10

court
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No.
4

5

0

15

1

6

7

16

0
2

7

5

17

8

5

9

2

Dead or
Retired

22

flunk

a half-dozen times before
passing it). Of the 77 judges in
Iwai's class, only four others could claim to have
passed the
law school exam so young and only one was a
University of

Tokyo graduate.
ate as

young

odds Iwai

Because the only University of T okyo gradu
Iwai quit the bench within five years, by all
the class star. By 1990, however, he had spent

as

was

10 years in branch offices.

According

to

him in the bottom 1/3 of his class. Of the
graduates, it put him at the very bottom.

Toward

an

Electoral

Independence

Table 4, that placed
University of Tokyo

Theory

of Judicial

the United States, political leaders consider
ideology in
appointing judges, but leave judges once in office alone.

In

That

but

style of judicial independence

apparently

nor to

electoral

it is

essential neither

democracy. Japan

is

may be
to

a

good thing

economic

rich, Japan

is

-

prosperity
free, and

Japan has had judges that (by many American jurisprudential
standards) are not independent. Hence the predictive theoret-

In this world,

puzzle: why do politicians in some
electoral democracies (e.g., in the U.S.)
leave judges (once appointed) pretty much
alone, while others (e.g., in Japan) do not?
ical

The constitutional

does

text

R
it

not answer

puzzle. Both the

independence

-

returns

reason

derives from the way
expect the other to

while

If both expect that (a) their
out of office from an implicit

(the cuts in the
they would otherwise suffer by being

hands-off-the-courts rule

text

losses

American

the determining factor,
politicians could do pretty much what LDP
yet notwith
politicians did in Japan
standing that opportunity, they do not.
Instead, electoral politics may suggest
(tentatively, to be sure) the answer: for
were

potential gains

rationally

reciprocate.

notwithstanding the
judicial systems gener

similar texts, the
ate radically different results. If the

The

each may

yet
two

the

(and the voters they represent) may find
advantageous to keep courts indepen

dent.

U.S. and the Japanese
constitutions promise judges much the same

the

despite

programmatic implementation that
accrue from monitoring courts, both D and
in

out

of office) will have a present value
(b) their returns to manipulat

greater than

-

ing

courts

have

an

while in office, then both will
keep the courts inde

incentive to

pendent.

Both will sacrifice

some

cffec

tiveness in how

they implement

their pro�

book, LDP politicians had much higher
odds of staying in power than either

grams while in

office, but both

may

Republican politicians have
had. Rationally expecting to .stav in office
long, they manipulated the courts; ratio
nally expecting to alternate with each
other in office, Republicans and Democrats
implicitly agreed to leave their judges
(once appointed) alone.
To see why political leaders might make these calculations,
take first the LDP. By 1990, it had been in power continuous
ly for 35 years, and could see no viable opposition party in the
wings. It had stayed in power by giving Japanese voters largely
what they wanted, and could rationally expect very high odds
of staying in power in the future (though odds of less than 1.0,
If so, the LDP
as the summer 1993 elections showed ex post).

losses while

reasons

Rosenbluth and I detail in

Democratic

our

or

had strong incentives to try to control the courts. After all, it
wanted not just to enact its programs but to implement them.
For that, it did not need judges who did as they pleased. It

they were told.
By contrast, take two political parties that alternate in
power, and suppose that both are risk-averse. Although D is in
power now, it expects to lose power periodically in the future.
Although R is out of power, it expects to gain power periodi
cally. In this situation, D and R may rationally adopt what
amount to cooperative strategies in an indefinitely repeated
game: both parties may agree not to manipulate the courts to
their partisan advantage (i.e., will agree to keep courts inde
pendent) while in power.
needed

judges

who did

as

earn

larger offsetting gains by lessening their
out

of office.

If all this is true, then judicial indepen
dence may largely be an artifact of the
electoral market:
may be

relatively

judicial independence
less likely where one

political party dominates elections, and
relatively more likely (though not
inevitable) where

two

parties alternate

the consultants

in power.

And if

the constitutional

so,

drafting
maybe
independent courts in the new democracies in
Europe and elsewhere are approaching the issue entirely wrong.
Maybe the issues do not involve constitutional texts at alL
Maybe they just involve elections .•
then

texts to

maintain
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